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Gallery

Gallery is a frameless, edge-to-edge glass display case with radiused corners
and a clear edge. Gallery has a 6mm tempered safety glass face. The sub frames
behind the glass are silver anodised extrusion. Gallery comes with a silver printed
border; other colours can be printed to order by quotation. Gallery is available in
standard A sizes from stock, from A4 to A1. Special sizes can be manufactured by
quotation.
The bottom border on Gallery cases can be extended to hold brochure holders.
Gallery is suitable for internal applications only. It can be used to display posters,
transparencies or as a notice board. It is available in backlit or non-illuminated
options.

Brochure
Holders

Holders can be made to fit any combination of brochures,
typical brochure formats include; A4, 1/2A4, 1/3A4, A5, A6
etc. Brochure holders are formed from turned aluminium
bosses, with a horizontal rod to keep the brochures upright
and an extruded aluminium tray. Brochure holders come in
silver as standard. The tray has a capacity of 25mm.

Non-illuminated

The non-illuminated version of Gallery has three interior
mounting options;
Foam Panel; Posters are fixed to a foam PVC panel, using
removeable self-adhesive tabs (supplied).
Pin board; documents or notices can be secured to charcoal
grey close cell foam, using map pins (supplied)
Magnetic Board; documents are held to a white magnetic
panel, using disc magnets (supplied).

Backlit

The illuminated version of Gallery uses LED lamps and a
Prismex optic as a light source. This has some advantages
over conventional fluorescent lamps; the LEDs have a 5
year life expectancy, many times the lifespan of a typical
fluorescent tube, LEDs use only 20% of the power that
fluorescent lamps use.
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